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6. GEOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF OCEANIC CRUST AT SITES 768 AND 7701

Richard D. Jarrard2 and Cristina Broglia2

ABSTRACT

V elocity , density , resistiv ity , and neutron-porosity  logs w ere recorded in v irtually  the en tire  222-m -th ick  section o f  basaltic  
back-arc  crust d rilled  al S ite 768 and through the 106-m  section o f MOR B crust at S ite  770. O u r analysis o f these  logs and com parison  
w ith m easurem ents on discrete  cores perm it determ ination  o f  interlog relationships and evaluation  o f  the re liab ility  o f  each log.

C rustal porosity  ($) at the  tw o sites is m ost accurate ly  determ inable  from  transit tim e (A/) and the  inverse o f  velocity: 
ip =  0 .0054 ■ At  -  0 .259. Porosity  is also  c lo se ly  related  to resistiv ity  (/?„), according  to th e  A rchie equation: R0 = Rwa<fm w here Rv 
is resistiv ity  o f the form ation fluid, and  a and m are em pirically  determ ined “constan ts ."  Both logs and cores indicate that a and m 
range from  2 to  6 .5  and  1.2 to  1.6, respectively . D ensity  values estim ated from  sonic porosity  arc b roadly  sim ila r to , bu t m ore reliable 
than, density  logs. N eutron-porosity  logs yield values 10% -20%  higher than actual porosities; this e rro r is caused prim arily  by lack 
o f  p roper tool ecccn tra lization  and secondarily  by the presence o f  hydrous alteration  m inerals in the rocks.

T hese  in-situ g eophysical p roperties o f  oceanic c ru s t 18 M a and 42 M a help to  bridge the in-situ m easurem ent gap  betw een 6 
M a and  110 M a at o ther sites. O bserved velocities, densities, and porosities are generally  sim ilar to  predictions from  crustal aging 
m odels. W e infer that this correspondence is largely  coincidenta l; observed properties here are related m ore to style o f  volcanism  
than to crustal ag ing , and  c rustal heterogeneity  is so  h igh  that a  100 -200-m -in terva l is not representative  o f  la rger scale geophysical 
properties.

INTRODUCTION

The standard model for the hydrologic evolution o f oceanic 
crust is elegantly sim ple and accounts for many geophysical 
observations. According to the standard model, newly created 
oceanic crust is very hot, very porous, and very perm eable, with 
porosity com posed o f  interpillow  voids, m icrocracks, vesicles, 
and fractures. C onsequently, hydrotherm al circulation is vigor
ous. Associated with this hydrothermal flux is mass flux into and 
out o f the form ation, resulting in black sm okers on the seafloor 
and alteration of the upper 1 km or more o f crust. Velocities and 
densities increase while porosity and perm eability decrease and 
m agnetic m inerals oxidize.

O ver the next several m illion years, hydrothermal circulation 
w anes, due to  decrease in crustal heat, accum ulation of a relatively 
low -pcrm eability sediment cover, and decrease in crustal perm e
ability caused by crustal alteration. All three o f  these factors 
undoubtedly play a role in decreasing hydrotherm al circulation, 
but crustal alteration has received the most attention because only 
it can account for the age-dependence o f upper crustal velocities. 
Based on sonobuoys, it has long been known that the upperm ost 
crustal velocities (Layer 2A) increase with increasing crustal age 
from  a velocity o f about 3.2 km/s for zero-age crust to about 4.4 
km/s for 30-M a crust (Houtz and Ewing, 1976). Some confirm a
tion o f this pattern has been obtained from three holes drilled and 
logged by the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) and Ocean 
D rilling Program (ODP): A tlantic H ole 395A (6 Ma), Pacific Hole 
504B (6 Ma), and A tlantic Hole 418A (110 Ma). In-situ  data o f 
interm ediate age are virtually absent, and remote geophysical 
measurem ent tools such as sonobuoys, multichannel seismics, 
proton precession magnetom eters, and heat-flow  probes give only 
a generalized and som ewhat am biguous picture o f crustal aging.

1 Silver. E. A., Rangin, C., von Breymann, M. T., et al., 1991. Proc. ODP. Sci. 
Results, 124: College Station. TX (Ocean Drilling Program).

Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, Columbia University. Palisades. NY 
10964, U.S.A.

ODP Leg 124 cored 106 m o f basaltic crust at Site 770 in the 
Celebes Sea and 222 m of basaltic crust at Site 768 in the Sulu 
Sea (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1990b and 1990c). Based on 
trace-elem ent geochem istry and other data, the basalts at Site 770 
are m id-ocean ridge basalts (M ORB), formed in the middle Eo
cene and apparently later trapped as the C elebes Sea by m icroplate 
reorganization (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1990b). In contrast, 
the basalts at Site 768 formed by back-arc spreading in the early 
middle Miocene (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1990a). Com plete 
suites o f in-situ  geophysical logs were obtained through both 
basalt intervals; these logs included velocity, density, neutron 
porosity, resistivity, and 3-com ponent magnetom eter. The 222 m 
of basaltic penetration at Site 768 is the deepest ever into crust o f 
back-arc origin and is the only significant am ount o f back-arc 
crust ever logged. The 106 m o f crust logged at Site 770 surpasses 
all but a handful o f DSDP and ODP sites and partially bridges the 
major gap between 6 and 110 Ma in the in-situ  measurem ent o f 
geophysical properties o f oceanic crust.

Although velocity logs at the two sites identify substantial 
velocity heterogeneity, the 3 -5  km/s velocities at Site 768 and the
4 -5  km/s velocities at Site 770 are broadly consistent with the 
velocity/age pattern o f H outz and Ewing (1976). These results, 
how ever, are not necessarily consistent with the standard model, 
which requires the velocity increase to result from crustal altera
tion. Instead, the Site 770 basalts appear to be less altered and 
more m assive than the Site 768 basalts. Therefore, this paper 
exam ines the physical properties o f both log and core samples 
from the two sites, to establish the interrelations among primary 
porosity, alteration, and velocity.

G E O P H Y S IC A L  L O G S  AND T H E IR  C O N T R O L S  

Log In te rre la tio n s

The velocity, resistivity, density, and neutron-porosity logs are 
based on very different physical principles, yet each responds in 
its own way to the same three geological param eters: porosity, 
rock matrix, and pore fluids. Thus, plots o f these four “geophysi
cal logs” as a function o f depth show substantial character sim i
larity (Figs. I and 2), although the units o f each log are totally
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Figure 1. Original logs of resistivity (shallow and deep), velocity, neutron porosity, and bulk density for the crustal section drilled at Site 
768.
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different. This apparent redundancy between logs is an asset in 
our study of geophysical properties o f oceanic crust because it 
allows us to evaluate the substantial variations in log quality and 
reliability that can occur between sites and even over distances of 
m eters within a site.

The four log types differ dramatically in their sensitivity to pore 
fluids, rock matrix, and porosity. In deep-sea basalts, the pore space 
is filled by seawater o f relatively uniform salinity; only the resistivity 
log shows a substantial sensitivity to pore-fluid variations, due to the 
effect o f temperature on fluid resistivity. Although basalt composi
tion varies substantially at the two sites, the only substantial variation 
in rock matrix from the log-response standpoint is the amount o f clay 
alteration minerals. All four logs are somewhat sensitive to the 
amount of clay. Porosity is the most important control on the four log 
types, at least in basalts. Indeed, the velocity, density, and neutron 
porosity logs are often referred to as porosity logs.

Theoretical equations are well established for the transform a
tion betw een geophysical log responses and their controlling 
geological param eters. These equations, how ever, contain some 
“ local” param eters that must be em pirically determ ined, based on 
interrelations between the geophysical and geological param eters 
when both are known. In the analyses that follow, we shall often 
use core m easurem ents for determ ination o f these “local con
stants.” In doing so, we draw on a great potential strength of core 
measurem ents: the ability to make multiple nondestructive m ea
surements o f different types on exactly the same core sample. By 
using the core-derived constants in the analysis o f  continuous 
logs, we can largely avoid the great w eakness o f core m easure
ments: discrete sm all-volum e (usually about 10 cm 3) sam ples are 
not representative because of vertical heterogeneity, preferential 
core recovery, and removal from in-situ  conditions to laboratory 
tem peratures and pressures.

Figure 2. O rig inal logs o f  resistivity  (shallow  focused), velocity , neutron porosity , and  bulk  density  for the crustal section 
d rilled  at Site 770.
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Velocity

The basalt intervals at Sites 768 and 770 were logged with the 
Schlum berger long-spaced sonic tool. This tool utilizes two 
sources and two receivers to generate four source-receiver transit 
times at each m easurem ent point (0.15 m apart) over distances of 
2 .4 4 ,3 .0 5 ,3 .0 5 , and 3.66 m. Transit tim e differences among these 
m easurem ents yield vertical com pressional-w ave transit times 
(the inverse o f velocity) with a vertical resolution of 0.6 m. The 
principles and lim itations o f the tool are discussed elsewhere 
(e.g., Serra, 1984). O f particular interest here is that the tool was 
run at Sites 768 and 770 without centralization or standoffs. Thus 
a varying but substantial portion (often 20% -60% ) o f the redun
dant m easurem ents at each depth was obviously unreliable (Ship
board Scientific Party, 1990b and 1990c) due to cycle skips and 
“road noise” (reverberations due to tool drag over rough borehole 
wall). For both sites, a simple reprocessing algorithm  (Shipboard 
Scientific Party, 1987) rejected the unreliable data, perm itting 
recalculation o f velocity logs (Figs. 1 and 2) that we consider to 
be generally reliable and virtually free o f  residual cycle skips and 
road noise (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1990b and 1990c). We 
suspect, how ever, that some o f the spiky character in Site 770 
velocities may be noise, particularly because its character is not 
consistently evident on the other geophysical logs. Sonic wave
form s were recorded during data acquisition, and we could have 
utilized sem blance analysis on these waveforms to calculate even 
more reliable velocity logs. However, we judged that the probable 
increm ental im provem ent would be insufficient to justify  the 
substantial time required as well as the degradation o f vertical 
resolution to less than o ther log types.

By far the m ost im portant variable controlling velocity in these 
basalts is porosity. This control is evident in core m easurem ents 
from the two sites (Fig. 3). We use shipboard m easurem ents of 
com pressional velocity, but not o f  porosity. In a com panion paper, 
Jarrard and Schaar (this volum e) redeterm ined the porosities of 
these sam ples, concluding that shipboard porosity measurem ents 
failed to dry the sam ples sufficiently and therefore underestim ated 
porosity. The difference in porosity measurem ents has a dram atic 
impact on the apparent strength of the relation of porosity to 
velocity (Fig. 3), clearly indicating the greater reliability o f the 
shore-based m easurem ents.

The basalt sam ples from Site 770 are generally higher in 
velocity and low er in porosity than those from Site 768 (Fig. 3). 
This core-based pattern is consistent with the generally higher 
log velocities at Site 770 than at Site 768 (Figs. 1 and 2). The 
pattern indicates that the difference in measured log velocities 
between the two sites is caused by the higher m icroscale porosity 
at Site 768. However, substantial vertical variation in logged 
velocity and therefore porosity is evident w ithin the crustal sec
tion drilled at both sites (Figs. 1 and 2). In particular, sills are 
readily distinguishable from pillow  basalts, evidently because of 
the much higher porosity in the latter.

In com paring core and log m easurem ents o f velocity in these 
basalts, considerable caution is required because o f the much 
different volum es m easured and particularly the nonrepresenta
tiveness o f core sam pling. Core recovery in the basalts averaged 
56.7% at Hole 768C and 42.8%  at Hole 770C, and the coring 
process tends to bias basalt core recovery toward fresher, less-al
tered basalts. Perhaps more im portant, much o f the porosity in 
pillow  basalts may be in the form o f large-scale voids, fractures, 
and fracture filling that are unsam pled by 10-cm3 core plugs. 
Rebound, the core expansion that accom panies change from in- 
situ  to laboratory pressures (Ham ilton, 1976), is probably minor 
in basalts. In general, the com bination o f these factors leads one 
to expect log velocities to be consistent with or slightly low er than

velocity (km/s)

velocity (km/s)

Figure 3. R elationship  o f  com pressional-w ave velocity  to  porosity , from  
discrete  core m easurem ents o f  S ites 768 and 770 (from  Jarra rd  and  Schaar, this 
volum e). T he upper plo t y ields a m uch clo scr re la tionship  o f  velocity  to porosity  
than does the low er one, indicating  that the  shore-based  porosity  m easurem ents 
are m ore accuratc  than the sh ipboard porosity  m easurem ents.

core velocities in m assive units, and significantly low er than core 
velocities in pillows.

Figures 4 and 5 compare log velocities to core velocities at 
Sites 768 and 770. In general, the two types o f velocity m easure
ment are rem arkably sim ilar at Site 768 (Fig. 4 ), both in the 
low -velocity pillow s and in the high-velocity sills. The velocity 
log is particularly good at distinguishing pillow s from the m assive 
sills, in dem onstrating that sim ilar pillow s underlie the sills in the 
interval 1202-1218 mbsf, and in delecting thin m assive flows 
below 1218 mbsf. Unlike Site 768, Site 770 core velocities tend 
to be significantly higher than log velocities. We cannot account 
for this discrepancy, as both data types appear to us to be generally 
reliable. We will return to this question later, when we consider 
the consistency o f other core and log data at Site 770.

Sonic transit tim e (A/, usually expressed in |is /ft), depends on 
fractional porosity (0). fluid transit time (A// and m atrix transit 
time (Atma) according to the W yllie et al. (1956) equation:

A/ = Atma • ( 1 -  «p) + A// • <p or
<p = Ali(Alf — Alma) ~ AtmiJ(A tf — Atma)

Matrix transit times for basalts have been estimated by other investi
gators (e.g., Serra, 1986). Here we choose instead to use core mea
surements o f velocity (expressed as transit time, its inverse) and
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Figure 4 . C om parison  o f  orig inal logs o f  velocity , neutron porosity , and  bulk density  a t S ite 768 to discrete 
m easurem ents on  cores. A s show n in Figure 3 , shore-based m easurem ents (crosses) o f  porosity  and  density  are 
m ore re liab le  than shipboard m easurem ents (squares).
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Figure  5. C om parison  o f  original logs o f  velocity , neutron  porosity , and bulk density  at S ite 770 to 
d iscrete  m easurem ents on cores. A s show n in Figure 3. shore-based m easurem ents (crosses) o f  
porosity  and density  are m ore reliable than shipboard m easurem ents (squares).

porosity (Table 1) and solve a regression equation with porosity as the 
dependent variable and transit time as the sole independent variable. 
Equation (1) above is of the same form as our regression equation, if 
one assumes constant matrix velocity and fluid velocity. Actually, 
matrix velocity probably varies slightly within these basalts due to 
changes in composition (particularly proportion of mafic minerals) 
and, more importantly, variations in extent o f alteration. Further, fluid 
velocity varies slightly due to drilling mud and temperature variations. 
Note that prediction of porosity from transit time requires porosity to 
be treated as the dependent variable in the regression; this approach 
does not imply that transit time controls porosity.

Based on regression o f core data at Site 768 (Fig. 6), transit 
tim e is related to fractional porosity (not percentage porosity as 
in Fig. 6) according to the relation:

<p = 0.00556 A /-0 .2 7 3  R =0 .97  (2)

At Site 770 (Fig. 6), the relation is

<p = 0.00568 At -0 .2 7 3  R = 0.90 (3)

We consider the Site 768 relation to be better determ ined, 
based both on its higher correlation coefficient and on the much 
larger range o f velocities and porosities. At both sites we see a 
more linear relationship, and correspondingly higher correlation 
coefficient, o f porosity to transit time (Fig. 6) than to velocity 
(Fig. 3), consistent with prediction from the W yllie relationship. 
Using the regression coefficients o f equations (2) and (3) in 
conjunction with the W yllie relationship o f equation (1), we 
calculate that fluid transit time (Atf) is 228.9 //s/ft at Site 768 and
224.2 //s/ft at Site 770; sim ilarly, matrix transit time (Atma) i s 4 9 .1 
//s/ft at Site 768 and 48.1 // s/ft at Site 770. These fluid transit times 
are slightly slow er than the 210-220  ps/ft that we usually estim ate
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Table 1. Physical property measurements at Holes 768C and 770C.

Corc-scc.
(cm)

Depth
(mbsf)

Bulk density 
(g /cm 3)

Grain density 
(g /cm 3)

Porosily
( * )

Velocity
0cm/s)

Hole 768C

74-1-115 1057.45 2.39 2.76 21.5 3.46
74-2-37 1058.12 2.34 2.73 22.6 3.27
77-1-48 1081.08 2.17 2.62 28.3 3.11
78-1-27 1085.87 2.29 2.72 25.0 3.18
79-1-38 1090.98 2.31 2.73 24.6 3.25
80-1-77 1096.37 2.24 2.65 25.5 3.19
81-1-19 1100.79 2.26 2.68 25.3 3.11
82-2-17 1107.22 2.33 2.74 24.2 3.31
83-1-137 1111.97 2.22 2.67 27.7 3.20
84-2-93 1118.03 2.29 2.65 22.1 3.37
88-1-28 1146.28 2.37 2.66 17.7 3.75
88-2-114 1148.46 2.52 2.78 14.5 4.11
89-1-77 1156.47 2.60 2.81 11.8 4.28
89-2-5 1157.25 2.51 2.68 10.6 4.56
89-4-50 1160.12 2.65 2.79 7.7 5.00
90-2-59 1167.20 2.59 2.78 10.5 4.11
90-3-50 1168.41 2.66 2.79 7.2 4.69
90-5-72 1171.49 2.70 2.79 5.6 4.92
90-7-104 1174.12 2.70 2.82 6.5 4.99
91-1-32 1175.22 2.71 2.81 5.7 5.15
92-2-22 1186.17 2.69 2.79 5.5 4.88
92-3-135 1188.55 2.68 2.78 5.3 4.90
93-2-12 1193.12 2.62 2.77 8.8 4.62
95-1-4 1210.44 2.40 2.76 21.1 3.54
96-1-106 1221.06 2.25 2.69 26.3 3.52
97-3-65 1233.11 2.41 2.60 22.2 4.90
98-1-48 1239.88 2.27 2.69 25.3
98-2-54 1241.44 2.35 2.57 24.7 4.32
99-3-98 1252.92 2.32 2.72 24.0
100-1-36 1259.16 2.22 2.55 21.7 3.41

Hole 770C

2-20-80 4941.70 2.80 2.91 5.8 5.17
3-2-72 4951.32 2.74 2.86 6.6 5.12
3-3-23 4952.33 2.62 2.80 10.3 4.69
3-4-102 4954.62 2.73 2.86 6.9 5.05
4-1-29 4959.09 2.76 2.82 2.9 5.42
5-1-67 4969.08 2.79 2.85 3.3 5.58
5-3-40 4971.16 2.79 2.86 3.9 5.39
5-4-37 4972.39 2.73 2.81 4.5 5.66
5-7-27 4976.41 2.74 2.81 4.0 5.42
6-1-82 4978.92 2.58 2.71 7.6 4.98
6-3-116 4982.10 2.77 2.87 5.0 5.42
6-5-107 4985.01 2.70 2.81 6.1 5.27
7-1-27 4987.97 2.54 2.67 8.3 5.01
7-3-84 4991.37 2.70 2.82 6.7 4.99
7-5-107 4994.41 2.82 2.89 4.0 5.76
9-2-29 5008.79 2.75 2.89 7.5 5.06
9-2-120 5009.70 2.75 2.84 5.1 5.21
10-1-140 5018.10 2.81 2.89 4.4 5.39
10-2-29 5018.29 2.79 2.89 5.1 5.37
10-3-8 5019.67 2.82 2.92 5.2 5.55
11-2-99 5028.72 2.80 2.90 5.1 5.30
12-1-8 5036.18 2.82 2.89 3.6 5.46
12-2-66 5038.26 2.80 2.87 3.7 5.57

for mud-filled ODP holes, whereas matrix transit times are con
sistent with estimates of Serra (1986). At neither site do we see 
any tendency for samples subjectively rated as moderately altered 
to be higher in porosity and lower in velocity than samples judged 
to be slightly altered. The highly altered samples at Site 768, 
however, are substantially lower in velocity and higher in porosity 
than less-altered samples. Further, samples at Site 768 are gener
ally somewhat more altered than at Site 770. These patterns arc 
consistent with concepts of crustal alteration: more porous zones 
are expected to be higher in primary permeability, and therefore 
in hydrothermal circulation, and therefore in associated basalt 
alteration. Jarrard and Schaar (this volume) measured cation ex
change capacity (CEC) on these core samples, obtaining a more 
objective measure of alteration. These data yield the same general

OCEANIC CRUST PROPERTIES

PHI = 0.55618 DT - 27 296 corr. = 0.97

transit time (DT, ps/ft)

PHI = 0.56792 DT - 27.293 corr. = 0.9

transit time (DT, us/ft)

Figure 6. R elationship o f  transit tim e (inverse o f  velocity) to  porosity  for 
d iscrete-core  m easurem ents at Sites 768 (top) and 770 (bottom ).

pattern of greater clay content in the more porous basalts, with 
one exception: they find one interval with high CEC in the 
low-porosity, high-velocity basalts at Site 770.

The regression coefficients at the two sites are remarkably 
similar, and an overlay of both sites (Fig. 3) demonstrates that 
both predominantly fit the same overall pattern. Nevertheless, we 
use the site-specific regressions rather than the overall average 
regression to transform velocity logs into porosity logs for the two 
sites (Figs. 7 and 8). Equations (2) and (3) indicate slightly less 
sensitivity of velocity to porosity change than the similar veloc
ity/porosity relationships determined from Hole 395A basalt 
cores by Hyndman et al. (1984) and from Hole 418A basalt logs 
by Broglia and Moos (1988). Also, our relationships indicate 
much less sensitivity of velocity to porosity change than the core 
analyses of Christensen et al. (1979).

Sonic-derived porosity at the two sites ranges from 25% in the 
pillows at Site 768 to about 5% in massive parts of the sills at both 
sites. Sonic porosities at Site 770 tend to be about 5% higher than 
core porosities. This pattern is similar to and consistent with that 
previously observed in the pattern of log and core velocities. In 
spite of this unexplained discrepancy at Site 770, we consider the 
two sonic porosity logs to be our best estimate of the in-situ 
porosity structure of the upper oceanic crust at the two sites.

The Wyllie relationship is based on so simple a conceptual 
picture of sound propagation in porous media that it is often called 
an empirical relationship rather than a theoretical one. In particu
lar, it ignores pore aspect ratio. The relation of Gassmann (1951) 
and particularly those of Kuster and Toksoz (1974) and Toksoz 
et al. (1976) are more theoretically satisfying but less useful for 
our purposes because of their needs for additional parameters
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Figure 7. V elocity-derived  logs from  Site 768 show  good  agreem ent w ith shore-based  core m easurem ents.
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Figure 8. V elocity-derived  logs from  Site 770 show  on ly  m oderate agreem ent w ith  shore-based core m easurem ents.

(e.g., elastic moduli). The Wyllie relationship does appear to be 
quite successful empirically at Sites 768 and 770. However, we 
should remember that in applying core-based regression parame
ters to the calculation of log-based porosity, we are implicitly 
assuming that pore aspect ratios are generally similar in cores and 
logs. In discussions of resistivity in the next section, we will find 
evidence that this assumption is surprisingly good.

Resistivity
Three resistivity logs with different depths of penetration 

(shallow, medium, and deep) were obtained at each site (Ship
board Scientific Party, 1990b and 1990c). In general, resistivity 
logs are among the highest in signal-to-noise ratio of any log 
obtained in ODP. Unfortunately, this precision is not necessarily 
matched by accuracy: we observed consistent offsets among the 
three resistivity logs at each site, with the medium induction log 
yielding the highest apparent resistivity. We know of no plausible 
reason for this pattern; thermal gradients away from the borehole

would cause a gradual decrease from shallow to medium to deep 
resistivity, while disturbance of the formation by drilling fluid 
could cause this pattern or its converse.

If clays have a minor contribution to measured formation 
resistivity (Ro), then R0 is related to porosity by the Archie (1942) 
equation, as generalized by Winsauer and McCardell (1953):

FF=a-<p~m (4)

where the formation factor FF is equal to the ratio of formation 
resistivity to resistivity of the formation water (Rw). Estimation of 
equilibrium Rw can be reasonably accurate if the equilibrium thermal 
gradient is known; it is not. Estimation of Rw for the time of logging 
is even more difficult. We used the temperatures of borehole fluid 
measured by a temperature tool mounted on the same tool string as 
the resistivity tool (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1990b and 1990c). We 
recognize, however, that the actual average temperature of the forma
tion near the borehole is likely to be intermediate between measured
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borehole temperatures and equilibrium formation temperatures. A 1 °C 
error in estimated temperature causes an approximately 2% error in
Rw.

Surface conduction on clays can have a significant effect on 
basalt resistivity, particularly at elevated temperatures. Olhoeft 
(1981) concluded that surface conduction can be negligible at 
room temperature but is dominant over pore conductivity at tem
peratures above 80°C. Based on this generalization, surface con
duction could be substantial in the moderately hot and quite 
altered basalts of Site 768. When clays are present, observed 
resistivity (R„) depends on the contributions of both pore fluids 
and clay surface conduction acting as two conductors in parallel 
according to the relation (Waxman and Smits, 1968; Pape et al.,
1985):

1 IRo = FF/RW + B ■ CEC ■ ph ■ (1 -<p)/(<p • H2 • FF) (5)

where FF is the “intrinsic” formation factor, B is the sodium charge 
mobility, CEC is the cation exchange capacity, pb is the bulk density, 
<|> is the fractional porosity, and (I2 is a tortuosity factor. The intrinsic 
formation factor is the ratio RWIR0 that would have been obtained if 
the formation were saturated with fluid of sufficiently high salinity to 
permit pore conductivity to dominate clay conductivity. Because 
intrinsic formation factor is dependent on porosity according to equa
tion (4), both the pore and clay portions of equation (5) are porosity- 
related. Given resistivity and density logs, and given estimates of the 
“constants” B, and [i2, one still needs a CEC log before porosity 
can be determined.

Pezard (1990) utilizes equation (5), including a log of esti
mated clay content, to determine porosity from resistivity at Hole 
504B. We used a two-fold approach here. First, we evaluated the 
extent to which it appears feasible to determine a log of estimated 
clay content from other logs at Sites 768 and 770. Second, Jarrard 
and Schaar (this volume) measured resistivity and CEC of basalts 
at these sites and evaluated the relative importance of pore-fluid 
conduction and clay-surface conduction. We shall see that the 
second approach removes the need for the first one.

The potassium content of altered basalts is often an order of 
magnitude higher than that of fresh basalts, due to potassium 
absorption from seawater during the alteration process. Conse
quently, Broglia and Moos (1988) found that both the potassium 
log and total gamma-ray log at Hole 418A were highly correlated 
with qualitative ratings of core alteration, making these logs good 
proxy indicators of variation in the content of potassium-rich 
alteration minerals at Hole 418A. Low-temperature alteration 
such as this does not always lead to such a simple pattern. Thus 
such a pattern cannot be assumed without direct evidence.

In Figures 9 and 10 we compare the potassium logs from the 
basalts at Sites 768 and 770 to core measurements of potassium 
oxide weight fraction and to three alteration estimates from cores. 
First, loss on ignition (LOl) during X-ray fluorescence measure
ments of basalts is often proportional to the amount of bound 
water in clays. Second, the total percentage of hydrous minerals 
identified in thin sections is a direct indication of extent of 
alteration, though subject to the qualifications that shipboard 
estimates of mineral percentages are qualitative, are not based on 
point counting, and that the thin sections are deliberately obtained 
from the least-altered rocks. The LOl and K2O weight fraction 
results shown here are those of the Shipboard Scientific Party 
(1990b and 1990c), revised by P. Spadea (pers. comm., 1990). 
The hydrous mineral visual estimates are from the Shipboard 
Scientific Party (1990b and 1990c). Third, Jarrard and Schaar 
(this volume) subjectively rated the extent o f alteration in basalt 
samples that they studied.

Comparison of widely spaced and probably nonrepresentative 
discrete samples with continuous logs is imprecise but still useful.

At Site 768 (Fig. 9), the lower sill and lower part of the upper sill 
(1177-1202 mbsf) form a low-potassium zone according to the 
potassium log. Discrete measurements are generally consistent 
but indicate that all of both sills (1147-1202 mbsf) is substantially 
lower in potassium, loss on ignition, and alteration than the 
surrounding pillows. This pattern is consistent with the much 
greater porosity and permeability of the pillows, permitting 
greater hydrothermal alteration than in the sills. Beyond this 
simple dichotomy, however, little correlation between the log and 
core data of Site 768 is found. For the much shorter interval at 
Site 770, neither the potassium log nor core potassium exhibits 
any correlation with the alteration indicators from core (Fig. 10). 
Both potassium and alteration at this site are consistently lower 
than at Site 768, consistent with our velocity-derived porosities, 
which are lower at Site 770 than at Site 768. At neither site, 
however, does it appear to be valid to use the potassium log as a 
proxy indicator of amount o f alteration minerals.

Jarrard and Schaar (this volume) measure resistivity as a func
tion of temperature and salinity for the basalts of Sites 768 and 
770. They find that a conductivity component independent of 
fluid conductivity is dominant at low salinities. For the range of 
fluid conductivities present in situ at the sites, corresponding to a 
salinity of 35 ppt and temperatures of 10°-50°C (Shipboard 
Scientific Party, 1990b and 1990c), they conclude that this com
ponent is detectable but so minor that it can be neglected without 
substantially biasing the estimate of porosity. This component is 
usually interpreted to be surface conduction on clays; however, 
they compare measurements of cation exchange capacity to the 
resistivity data and conclude that impermeable cracks may be 
more important than clays in creating this conductivity compo
nent independent of fluid conductivity. Regardless of the mecha
nism, we rely on their conclusion that pore fluids strongly 
dominate the rock conductivity, permitting us to relate porosity 
to resistivity according to equation (4) rather than equation (5).

We can use equation (4) to relate porosity to resistivity in one 
of two ways. First, we can use the values of the constants a and 
m determined by Jarrard and Schaar (this volume) based on 
measurements o f both porosity and resistivity on basalt samples 
at the two sites; these coefficients permit conversion of the resis
tivity logs to porosity logs. Second, we can use the porosity logs 
based on velocity in conjunction with the resistivity log to esti
mate the coefficients a and m. Because we are confident that we 
already have reliable porosity logs based on velocity, and because 
a and m are almost never estimated independently from both cores 
and logs for the same basalt interval, we chose the second ap
proach of determining a and m from logs.

Figure 11 plots formation factor vs. porosity for the two sites, 
using logarithmic scaling so that a linear regression yields Ar
chie’s coefficients a and m. At both sites, a strong correlation 
between formation factor and porosity is observed. This correla
tion is not surprising, as we have already seen a strong character 
match between resistivity and velocity logs plotted as a function 
of depth (Figs. 1 and 2). It is surprising that the relation observed 
at Site 768 is somewhat curved, unlike the linear relation expected 
theoretically and observed at Site 770. We do not know the reason 
for this slight curvature, but it is traceable to the lower half of the 
dolerite sill, which is higher in velocity but not higher in resistiv
ity than the upper half o f the sill (Fig. 1).

Linear regression yields FF — 2.22tp~, ss for Site 768, and 
FF= 6.52cp—1 ■15 for Site 770. Though the coefficients seem sub
stantially different at the two sites, the tradeoff between a and m 
is such that either fits the data from the other site reasonably well. 
In particular, if the highest porosity data at Site 768 were deleted, 
then the curvature would disappear, the two sites would span 
about the same porosity range, and the estimated coefficients for 
the two sites would be approximately the same. Site 768, however,
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has a higher correlation coefficient and larger range of porosities 
fit by regression, suggesting that its fit is better constrained than 
at Site 770.

Jarrard and Schaar (this volume) determined a and m from 
regression of core data at these sites. They estimated a and m 
separately at three temperatures, 10°, 25°, and 50°C, and for two 
salinities, 29.5 and 87.6 ppt. Jarrard and Schaar (this volume) did 
not solve separately for the two sites, as they detected no system
atic differences in electrical properties between the two, except 
for those attributable to the generally lower porosities at Site 770 
than at Site 768. Based on the similarity o f their estimates of a 
and m for such a wide range of salinity and temperature, they 
concluded that the slight effect o f clay conduction can be ignored, 
and that a single set o f coefficients (R = 0.91-0.934) well de
scribes the relation between conductivity and porosity at the two 
sites. Their estimates of a range from 2.4 to 4.8, averaging 3.0 for 
salinity and temperatures appropriate in situ; this value is inter

mediate between our values of 2.2 and 6.5 for Site 768 and 770 
logs, respectively. Jarrard and Schaar’s (this volume) estimates 
for m range from 1.31 to 1.44, averaging 1.41 for salinity and 
temperature appropriate in situ; this value is intermediate between 
our values of 1.6 and 1.2 for Site 768 and 770 logs, respectively. 
In view of the very different techniques and assumptions of the 
core and log analyses, the extent o f agreement is remarkable. In 
particular, the prime uncertainty of our log analysis is the estima
tion of formation temperature and therefore of fluid resistivity; 
the prime uncertainty of Jarrard and Schaar’s (this volume) core 
analysis is the extent to which their 54 core samples are repre
sentative of the range of in-situ formation properties.

Several previous studies of basalt cores or logs have estimated 
a and m (e.g., summary by Pezard, 1990). For example, Broglia 
and Moos (1988) found from logs that FF = ll.SqT1-85 in the 
uppermost altered portion of Hole 418A, and FF = 29.5<p_l16 in 
the lower portion o f that site. Similarly, Pezard (1990) found from
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Figure 1 1. R elationship  o f  form ation  factor to  porosity  at Sites 768 (top) and 770 (bottom ).

cores at Hole 504B that FF= 10<p-1. Our estimates from logs at 
Sites 768 and 770, as well as those by Jarrard and Schaar (this 
volume) from cores at the same sites, are significantly different 
from most previous results. In particular, our estimate of only 
2.2-6.5 for a is much lower than the values of 10-30 obtained 
elsewhere. Our estimates of 1.2—1.6 form  are within the range of 
values obtained elsewhere; they indicate a predominance of crack 
porosity.

Density
Density logging at Sites 768 and 770 utilized the Schlumberger 

lithodensity tool. This pad-type tool requires a good contact with 
the borehole wall for reliable performance. To provide this con

tinuous borehole contact, bowsprings are placed on both sides of 
the source/detector portion, while two detectors are used for both 
improved measurement precision and to partially compensate for 
minor loss of pad contact. At Site 768 the tool apparently func
tioned well. At Site 770, however, one receiver malfunctioned, 
forcing us to use a density log that is uncompensated (Shipboard 
Scientific Party, 1990c). Such uncompensated density logs are 
very sensitive to washouts, which are enlarged portions of the hole 
that cause unreliably low-density readings; even compensated 
density logs occasionally have washout effects. Leg 124, the last 
ODP leg before introduction of the more reliable high-tempera- 
ture lithodensity tool (Schlumberger HLDT), had no caliper for 
detection of washouts. Consequently, density logs from Sites 768
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and particularly Site 770 must be considered to have a high 
potential for displaying locally unreliable low values.

Formation bulk density (pft) depends on fractional porosity (<|>), 
matrix (or grain) density(pma), and fluid density rf, according to 
the relation

Pfc = Pma (l -<p) + p/-<p (6)

Fractional porosity is much more variable than matrix density 
and fluid density within the basalts at any one site. Thus the 
density log is a relatively straightforward porosity log, and both 
pma and pf  often can be assumed to be constant. Crossplots of 
matrix density vs. porosity (Fig. 12) for the core analyses of 
Jarrard and Schaar (this volume) indicate that matrix density does 
decrease with increasing porosity; this decrease is caused by the 
greater permeability and therefore increased likelihood of altera
tion in high-porosity rocks. We utilized equation (6), porosity logs 
determined from velocity, and the average pma (Jarrard and 
Schaar, this volume) for each basalt unit, to calculate pseudo-den
sity logs for the basalts of Sites 768 and 770. Figures 7 and 8 
compare these pseudo-density logs to the measurements of core 
bulk density by Jarrard and Schaar (this volume).

We also created pseudo-density logs directly from transit time, 
based on regression of bulk density on transit time, again using 
the measurements of Schaar and Jarrard (this volume). At Site 768 
(Fig. 13), this relation was well determined (R = 0.90), yielding 
Pft = 3 .36-0 .0115  - A/, where transit time (A/) is in (is/ft and den
sity is in g/cm3. At Site 770 the relation was less reliably deter
mined (Fig. 13), probably due to the smaller porosity range, and 
was strongly dependent on whether or not we included three 
breccia samples. We found that p/, = 3 .83-0 .0187  • Ar, with R =
0.71, for regression including the breccia samples. We used these 
regressions to create pseudo-density logs in Figures 7 and 8.

At Site 768, the two types of pseudo-density logs are remark
ably similar in both character and magnitude (Fig. 7); differences 
between the two of as much as 0.1 g/cm3 are rare. Further, both 
are quite similar to discrete core analyses. In contrast, the original 
density log (Fig. 4) is consistent with the core analyses and with 
the pseudo-density logs only within the pillow basalts. Because 
hole size and rugosity are usually more variable in basalts than in 
sills, one would normally expect more reliable density logs and 
therefore better match of log to core in the sills than in the pillows, 
just the opposite of the observed relation. Although the original 
density log does capture the basic character o f the sills and detects

porosity (%)

Figure 12. R elationsh ip  o f  m atrix  density  to porosity  fo r discrete core  m eas
urem ents a t Sites 768 and 770  (Jarrard and Schaar, this volum e). N ote the 
m odest tendency fo r m ore  porous sam ples to have low er m atrix density  due to 
g rea te r altera tion . Z oned m atrix density  values have been used  in calculating  
pseudo-density  logs o f  F igures 7 and 8.

the fact that the sills are substantially higher in bulk density than 
the pillows, it underestimates the sill bulk density by a modest
0.1 -0 .2  g/cm3, based on a comparison to both pseudo-density log 
and discrete core analyses. In general, we conclude that the bulk 
density log from Site 768 is of good quality, and that the pseudo
density logs are of very good quality.

Unlike those from Site 768, the two pseudo-density logs from 
Site 770 are similar in average value but very different in ampli
tude (Fig. 8). Pseudo-density from sonic porosity predicts a very 
small range of bulk densities compared to the pseudo-density 
from a regression including breccia samples; the pseudo-density 
log from regression excluding breccia samples (not shown) is 
intermediate in character. Both pseudo-density logs are generally 
consistent with the core analyses of Jarrard and Schaar (this 
volume). However, local heterogeneity is so great and large-scale 
density changes are so subtle that this comparison to core cannot 
reliably indicate which of the two very different pseudo-density 
logs is more accurate. The original uncompensated density log for 
Site 770 basalts is similar in density range to the pseudo-density 
from velocity regression. However, it is consistently about 0.2 
g/cm3 lower than the core measurements and is therefore consid
ered to be less accurate than the pseudo-density logs. We conclude 
that the pseudo-density log based on velocity regression is gener
ally of good quality, while the original density log is only of fair 
quality.

RHOB = 3.3552 - 0.0115 DT corr. = 0.9

transit time (DT, jis/tt)

RHOB = 3.8286 - 0.0187 DT corr. = 0.714

transit time (DT, (is/ft)

Figure 13. R elationsh ip  o f transit tim e to  density  at S ites 768 (top) and  770 
(bottom ).
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Neutron Porosity

ODP neutron-porosity logs are the least reliable of the four log 
types considered in this study. Several recent studies of DSDP and 
ODP neutron-porosity logs (Anderson et al., 1985; Broglia and 
Moos, 1988;Lysne, 1989; Moos, 1990) have found that these logs 
consistently overestimated the porosity of basalts. Broglia and 
Ellis (1990) utilized logs from five sites to analyze the relative 
contributions of several factors to this systematic bias. They 
concluded that the most important factor is the ODP technique of 
running the neutron-porosity tool without appropriate eccentrali- 
zation. At the one site (Site 735) that was logged with a bow- 
spring-eccentralized neutron tool, this bias was absent. Although 
neutron tools are “compensated" in the sense of applying some 
correction for tool standoff from the borehole wall, Broglia and 
Ellis (1990) found that this compensation is insufficient for cor
rection of neutron logs that lack eccentralization.

The neutron logs obtained for the basalts at Sites 768 and 770 
were not run eccentralized, because time constraints required that 
we log the sediments and basalts in the same logging run, and the 
sediments were so sticky that additional bowsprings would have 
increased the already very large risk of tool loss. For the same 
reason, no caliper was run. Thus we expect the neutron logs to 
give unreliably large porosities due to standoff, yet we have no 
standoff estimates to permit correction of the neutron logs. For 
these reasons, we examine neutron log accuracy briefly in the 
following paragraph but we do not use the neutron logs for 
interpretation of crustal porosities.

At Site 768 (Fig. 4), neutron porosities are about 40% in the 
pillows and 15%—35% in the more massive sills. In both types of 
formation, comparison to cores (Fig. 4) indicates that porosities 
are consistently overestimated by 10%-20%. At Site 770, neutron 
porosities are 20%-30%, though core analyses indicate that actual 
porosities are generally 2%-8% (Fig. 5). Though core porosities 
can be nonrepresentative in basalts due to unmeasured large-scale 
fracture or pillow porosity, we have already seen that sonic 
porosities were generally consistent with the core porosities (Figs. 
7 and 8). Thus we conclude that the neutron logs at Sites 768 and 
770 overestimate porosity by about 10%-20%. This discrepancy 
is near the upper limit of the range of biases detected by Broglia 
and Ellis (1990) in other ODP crustal sites.

CRUSTAL STRUCTURE
Our analysis of the geophysical logs from Sites 768 and 770, 

including comparisons of these logs to discrete core samples, 
confirmed the reliability of the velocity logs. We found that 
porosity logs were most accurately determined from velocity, 
though similar results could have been obtained from resistivity. 
Pseudo-density from sonic porosity was generally more reliable 
than raw density logs. In this section, we compare the velocities, 
densities, and porosities that we have obtained to those deter
mined at other sites, as well as to models of crustal evolution.

Carlson and Herrick (1990) provide an excellent and compre
hensive synthesis of the variations of oceanic crustal velocity, 
density, and porosity with depth and age. Layer 2a has a velocity 
of 3.7 ± 0.4 km/s, density of less than 2.3 g/cm3, and porosity of 
about 30%. Layer 2b has a velocity of 5.2 km/s, density of 
2.62—2.69 g/cm , and porosity of 10%. These averages by Carlson 
and Herrick (1990) are based primarily on geophysical logs from 
Holes 395A (6 Ma), 504B (6 Ma), and 418A (110 Ma). Although 
many discrete measurements are available from ophiolites (e.g., 
Salisbury and Christensen, 1978; Christensen, 1978) and both 
DSDP and ODP basalt cores of a wide range of ages, all such 
measurements present the problem of representative sampling 
discussed previously.

The three holes provide a partial picture of the change in 
oceanic crustal properties with age. However, sonobuoys indicate 
that layer 2a, with an average thickness of about 1.5 km for crust 
<5 Ma, thins gradually with increasing age and may be absent 
from crust >40 Ma (Houtz and Ewing, 1976). Layer 2a is approxi
mately 250 m thick at Hole 395A, 100-175 m thick at Hole 504B, 
and absent at Hole 418A. Also, recent logging at Site 765 (Ship
board Scientific Party, 1990a), 125-130 Ma, finds no layer 2a. 
Logging results at all four sites have shown that the layer models 
of sonobuoys are conceptual oversimplifications; gradual transi
tions from layer 2a to layer 2b properties are observed. Further, 
neither these logs nor the standard model for crustal evolution 
indicates a simple thinning of layer 2a with time. Instead, porosity 
throughout layer 2a is thought to decrease simultaneously due to 
precipitation of clays, with associated increases in velocity and 
density (e.g., Broglia and Moos, 1988).

The standard model, in conjunction with syntheses such as that 
of Carlson and Herrick (1990), makes predictions concerning the 
velocity, density, and porosity of the upper crust at Sites 768 and 
770. For Site 768, about 18 Ma, we expect an average velocity of 
about 3.8 km/s, density of 2.2 g/cm3, and porosity of 25%-30% 
for the upper kilometer of crust. For Site 770, about 42 Ma, we 
expect upper crustal properties more like layer 2b than like layer 
2a: an average velocity of about 5.0 km/s, density of 2.7 g/cm3, 
and porosity of 10%-15% (Carlson and Herrick, 1990). However, 
seismic models (Kennett and Orcutt, 1976; Purdy, 1983; Vera and 
Mutter, 1988) show large velocity gradients in the top 2 km of 
oceanic crust, so these predicted averages are probably too high 
for velocity and density and too low for porosity in the top 
100-200 m of crust.

At Site 768, observed velocities are predominantly 3-4.5 km/s, 
densities are 2.2-2.7 g/cm3, and porosities are 5%-25% (Fig. 7); 
the huge difference of properties between pillows and sills, cou
pled with a 222-m penetration that is large by DSDP or ODP 
standards but quite thin by seismic standards, makes it misleading 
to calculate a single average for any of these properties. Predicted 
velocities for this crustal age are consistent with observations at 
Site 768; they are midway between pillow and sill velocities. In 
contrast, predicted porosities and densities are very close to ob
served values for pillow basalts at Site 768, but substantially 
different from observed values in the sills.

At Site 770, observed velocities are predominantly 4.0-5.5 
km/s, densities are 2.6-2.8 g/cm3, and porosities are 5%-15% 
(Fig. 8). These observations coincide well with the predictions, 
although the crustal penetration of only 106 m raises serious 
doubts about how representative such a limited interval is of the 
upper kilometer of crust.

Given that the predicted velocities, densities, and porosities at 
the two sites are based on a combination of large-scale seismic 
models and interpolation between 6- and 110-Ma datums, the 
agreement between prediction and observation is remarkably 
good. Unfortunately, we cannot take this as further confirmation 
of the already generally-accepted standard model. The increase in 
velocity and density and decrease in porosity at 42-Ma Site 770, 
compared to 18-Ma Site 768, is not due to greater alteration-re
lated crack and pore sealing at Site 770. Indeed, we saw in Figures
9 and 10 that all o f our crustal-alteration indicators showed that 
Site 770 is significantly less altered than Site 768. Nor can we 
account for this discrepancy by appealing to the back-arc spread
ing origin of Site 768, as none of our preceding analyses indicated 
any anomalous behavior of crust at Site 768. We infer that Site 
770 has more “evolved" (faster, more dense, less porous) physical 
properties not because of greater age and alteration, but because 
of differences in initial crustal properties. The standard model for 
crustal aging is probably appropriate at the scale of seismic
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studies and may be appropriate at the scale of deep-penetration 
sites such as 504B or 418A. Crustal heterogeneity, however, is 
too high for the standard model to provide useful predictions for 
crustal samples of 100-200 m at individual sites. Indeed, we have 
yet to establish how large a sample of oceanic crust is needed for 
a “representative” sample.
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